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AquaFish October 2015 Educational-Employment Opportunities



ASSISTANTSHIPS/FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES New opportunities Borlaug LEAP Fellowship Norman E. Borlaug Leadership Enhancement in Agriculture Program (LEAP) Sub-Saharan Africa



The Norman E. Borlaug Leadership Enhancement in Agriculture Program (LEAP) is seeking applications for fellowship grant opportunities for graduate students (MS or PhD) from subSaharan Africa who are enrolled as an MS or PhD student at a US or sub-Saharan Africa developing country university. Applications are requested from students who are conducting research on topics related to the US government's global hunger and food security initiative -- FEED THE FUTURE. The focus region is sub-Saharan Africa. All topics related to agriculture (and related disciplines, as defined by Title XII) and the research strategies of the Feed the Future initiative are admissible. The Borlaug LEAP fellowship program supports engaging a mentor at a US University and at a CGIAR center to support and enhance the thesis research and mentoring experience. Awards are given to students who show strong scientific knowledge and leadership potential. Funds are available for one-year (April 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017) and cannot exceed US$20,000. Contact: Borlaug LEAP CA&ES International Programs Office EHORT Building, Rm #1103 University of California, Davis One Shields Avenue Davis, CA 95616 T: (530) 752-8977 Full post: http://borlaugleap.org/ Deadline: 02 December 2015 PhD positions in Fisheries Economics Wageningen University Netherlands



They are looking for two early-stage researchers within the project 'MARine MAnagement and Ecosystem Dynamics under climate change (MARmaED)' - an Innovative Training Network comprising 15 projects and funded by the Marie Sklodowska-Curie Action as part of the European 1



Union's Horizon 2020 program. MARmaED is an international and interdisciplinary network that unifies specific and complementary competences in marine sciences from Norway, Finland, Denmark, the Netherlands, Germany and France to investigate how the cumulative stress from biodiversity loss, climate change and harvesting will affect Europe's complex marine systems and the consequences for optimal resource management. The project's main aim is to investigate how combined anthropogenic and climatic changes affect different harvested ecosystems and how management strategies can be improved to ensure sustainable exploitation and resilience. The candidates can potentially acquire a PhD at the end of the program. Position 1: Economic value of enhanced fisheries management procedures It is often suggested that more detailed and accurate data, more advanced stock assessment methods considering more variables and considerations (including social-economic information) will lead to better fisheries management decisions. However, the science that is informing management decisions operates in a realm of high uncertainties of different kinds (technical, methodological, epistemological, societal) and high complexity (system boundaries, ecological, economic, behavioral). In such a case, the framing of problems and solutions may by itself form potential 'institutional traps'. Therefore, the quest for more and better data will be evaluated taking specifically into account roadblocks in the institutional framework to identify potential windows of opportunity and cost-effective solutions. Position 2: A portfolio approach to operationalize ecosystem-based management in fisheries The candidate will develop a Portfolio approach in fisheries, considering different species, and their biological and economic interlinkages. The complexity of such linkages, and the uncertainties involved, make it paramount to not only look for the portfolio that offers the highest return, but also consider the portfolio's resilience to exogenous shocks. The trade off between expected return and resilience will be specifically analyzed to shed light on the question to what extent ecosystem resilience and high yields in a fishery are conflicting objectives. The portfolio approach could not only be analyzed from the point of view of a fishery manager, but also through the lens of fishing companies, who also typically hold a portfolio of quota. Such portfolio may consist of holding quota for various species that can be caught with the same vessel or several vessels that can engage in different fisheries. This allows us to understand how adaptive behavior of fishing companies affect regulations and vice versa. Qualifications: The mobility rule of the Marie Sklodowska-Curie Action is that the person must not have resided more than 12 months in the Netherlands during last 3 years. This will be counted from the date they are selected. Compulsory national service and/or short stays such as holidays are not taken into account. Applicants need to be in the first 4 years (full-time equivalent research experience) of their career and not awarded a PhD at the time of their (first) recruitment. Full-time equivalent research experience is measured from the date when a researcher obtained the degree, which would formally entitle him or her to embark on a doctorate, either in the country in which the degree was obtained or in the country in which the researcher is recruited. Fisheries are complex adaptive systems, with delicate feedbacks between the natural environment, resource users, and the institutions governing those resources. While the questions raised in the two 2



sub-projects are applied, they are ideal to address more fundamental questions at the forefront of economic research (e.g. decision theory or endogenous institutions). For both positions, we are equally open towards candidates who envision a theoretical, or an empirical approach. It is expected that the participants have strong prior knowledge in at least one of the following domains: ? Theoretical modeling (incl. numerical methods, using software such as Matlab, R, or Python) ? Econometric methods (incl. panel data, spatial econometrics, microeconometrics using software such as STATA or R) ? Behavioral Economics ? Fisheries Management (incl. stakeholder interactions, participatory methods, policy analysis) ? They search for candidates with an academic background in the economic sciences who have a completed MSc degree (or equivalent) of excellent quality. ? They also invite applicants from other disciplines, such as biology, if substantial training in economics has been part of the curriculum. ? The applicants should have a keen interest to work in an interdisciplinary environment with scientists from different disciplines. ? The candidates should be motivated to spend time at our partner institutes and partner universities (e.g. Hamburg, Helsinki, Copenhagen). ? A good background in quantitative methods is required, and prior experience with socialecological systems in general, or fisheries in particular is an advantage. ? They are looking for candidates with good communication skills across different disciplines and cultural backgrounds, as well as good collaborative and organizational skills. ? A good command of English is required. Contact: Dr. Andries Richter Tel. (+31)317 484 738; email: [email protected] Full post: https://www.academictransfer.com/employer/WUR/vacancy/30027/lang/en/ Deadline: 15 October 2015 Saltonstall-Kennedy (SK) Grant competition NOAA Fisheries USA



The goal of the SK program is to fund projects that address the needs of fishing communities, optimize economic benefits by building and maintaining sustainable fisheries, and increase other opportunities to keep working waterfronts viable. The FY16 solicitation seeks applicants that fall into seven priorities. The seven priorities are: ? Aquaculture ? Fishery Data Collection ? Techniques for Reducing Bycatch and other Adverse Impacts ? Adapting to Climate Change and other Long Term Ecosystem Change ? Promotion, Development, and Marketing ? Socio-Economic Research ? Territorial Science ? Laura Hoberecht, PhD ? WCR Aquaculture Coordinator 3



Contact: NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service 7600 Sand Point Way Building 1 (F/NWR2) Seattle, WA 98115 ph: 206-526-4453 cell:206-549-6078 fax: 206-526-6736 e: [email protected] Full post: http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/mb/financial_services/skhome.htm Deadline: 2 November 2015 NOAA SBIR Funding for Three Aquaculture Projects NOAA Technology Partnerships Office Washington, D.C., USA



NOAA's SBIR Program is seeking highly innovative products with excellent commercial potential. All SBIR proposals must directly benefit the NOAA mission, but should also be responsive to the greater market demands in order to be successful. All SBIR applications must be made in response to a NOAA solicitation, which will be made available once per year on this site and through the Federal Register. Competitive Opportunity for Small Business SBIR targets the entrepreneurial sector because that is where most innovation and innovators thrive. However, the risk and expense of conducting serious R&D efforts are often beyond the means of many small businesses. By reserving a specific percentage of federal R&D funds for small business, SBIR protects the small business and enables it to compete on the same level as larger businesses. SBIR funds the critical startup and development stages and it encourages the commercialization of the technology, product, or service, which, in turn, stimulates the U.S. economy. Since its enactment in 1982, as part of the Small Business Innovation Development Act, SBIR has helped thousands of small businesses to compete for federal research and development awards. Their contributions have enhanced the nation's defense, protected our environment, advanced health care, and improved our ability to manage information and manipulate data. Full post: http://techpartnerships.noaa.gov/SBIR.aspx Deadline: None specified Two Graduate (MS or PhD) Assistantships Aquatic Ecology and Limnology Auburn University Auburn, Alabama, USA



4



Current lab research projects take advantage of our large field station, which includes hundreds of ponds, and nearby reservoirs where we answer basic and applied questions associated with understanding the ecological, evolutionary, and limnological mechanisms controlling the structure and function of freshwater plankton communities with an emphasis on harmful algal blooms. My students are welcome to participate on existing projects but are strongly encouraged to develop their own projects in addition to applying for external grants and fellowships. Ideal candidates will be hard-working, honest, team-oriented, and excited about studying freshwater communities using lab and field-based approaches. Prior coursework in ecology and statistics, a strong interest in mentoring undergraduates, and relevant research experiences (including analytical skills, such GC-MS, HPLC, ELISA), are desirable. Contact: [email protected] Full post: http://aquadoc.typepad.com/files/auburn_assistantships.pdf Deadline: 1 November 2015 Undergraduate scholarships for African women Working to Advance African Women (WAAW) Foundation



The Working to Advance African Women (WAAW) Foundation, invites applications for the 2016 undergraduate scholarships for African women. The Foundation awards scholarships to students who demonstrate need and prove their status as full time students in a STEM related course in an African University. Recipients will be required to start a STEM Outreach Cell at their university. Qualifications: Be female students of African origin, living and studying in Africa. Currently enrolled in undergraduate B.S.degree program. Be studying STEM related courses in a University or college in Africa. Demonstrable financial need, and Excellent Academic Record. Be below the age of 32 years. Graduation date is after December of award year Contact: Graduation date is after December of award year Full post: http://www.drrufafrica.org/undergraduate-scholarships-for-african-women-waawfoundation-3/ Deadline: 15 October 2015 Pacific Oyster Evolutionary Responses to OA COMES Oregon State University/USDA-ARS Oregon, USA



Responsibilities : Develop marker-assisted and quantitative selection methods that enhance broodstock development with specific relevance to resilience of the oyster industry facing a new marine environmental 5



regime characterized by stronger upwelling events that bring deep, hypoxic, acidified seawater into near-shore bays and estuaries of the US West Coast. Posting 0016048 Qualifications: PhD. Experience in applying quantitative and molecular genetic techniques to determine responses of populations to environmental effects Contact: [email protected] Full post: https://jobs.oregonstate.edu/applicants/jsp/shared/Welcome_css.jsp Deadline: 14 October 2015 Ph.D. assistantship University of Illinois/National Great Rivers Research and Education Center Illinois, USA



Responsibilities : Potential dissertation topics include a wide variety ecology and management issues relevant to fish communities in the Upper Mississippi River, such as invasive species, ancient sport fishes (e.g., sturgeon, paddlefish), habitat restoration, and quantitative analysis of long-term population and community dynamics. The successful candidate will have access to long-term data from two monitoring programs, access to mesocosm and wet-lab facilities, and sampling equipment for working in large-floodplain rivers. Qualifications: M.S. degree in fisheries ecology, aquatic ecology, or related field, and experience with sampling fishes in freshwater ecosystems. Candidates with proven experience and skills in written and oral communication, quantitative analysis, and the ability to work in collaborative teams are preferred. Applicants must be self-motivated, demonstrate a passion for fisheries and ecological research, be physically capable of working long hours in demanding outdoor conditions, and be willing to assist with all aspects of monitoring and research work required by the agencies funding this assistantship. Dr. John Chick [email protected] Contact: [email protected] Full post: www.inclusiveillinois.illinois.edu Deadline: 31 October 2015 Previous opportunities that are still active may be located on the AquaFish website: http://aquafish.oregonstate.edu/edop.php



EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 6



New opportunities Project Manager Fish Wise Santa Cruz, California, USA



The Project Manager will be responsible for research, development, and execution of work plans on human rights (with some additional focus on traceability and illegal fishing), under the direction of the Human Rights Lead Project Manager. Work plan goals are threefold: 1) to create tools and recommendations that help the seafood industry improve traceability and eliminate products that are harvested illegally, or associated with human rights abuses, from their supply chains; 2) to facilitate discussions between key players to find novel solutions to human rights, traceability, and IUU challenges; and 3) to communicate progress and updates to a core group of NGOs, industry, and other stakeholders. The Project Manager will achieve these goals by building strong relationships with the seafood industry, government, academia, and NGOs. Responsibilities: ? Assist in the communication of progress and next steps on FishWise human rights work plans to a variety of audiences and collaborators via email, conference calls, and webinars. ? Manage human rights improvements, tracking, and reporting for FishWise partners (including drafting and updating work plans, analyzing data, and writing summaries for partner reporting). ? Work with global experts to create novel human rights solutions for the seafood industry. Research and draft white papers, toolkits, and other analyses, on human rights for the seafood industry. ? Organize logistics for conference calls, webinars, and in-person meetings; record and distribute minutes. ? Summarize new developments and plans in briefing documents for internal and external use (e.g. newsletters, blogs, etc.). ? Review technical documents (legislation, media stories, and reports) on human rights and summarize for target audiences. ? Become an expert over time on human rights legislation, challenges, and current approaches. ? Research fisheries and supply chains with traceability, illegal fishing, and human rights challenges; draft case studies and suggest ways to address the challenges. ? Attend events for FishWise (conferences, topic meetings, etc.). ? Conduct in-person meetings with industry stakeholders, as needed. Qualifications: ? Dedication and passion for the stewardship of the oceans and human rights ? Masters degree in a related field preferred ? Minimum 2 years of relevant work experience ? Basic understanding and desire to learn more about human rights challenges, traceability and relevant stakeholders e.g. supply chain businesses, NGOs, and government agencies ? Excellent Mac-computer skills including Microsoft Office & Adobe Suite ? Excellent professional writing and editing skills & communication skills 7



? ? ? ? ?



Ability to meet deadlines and to manage multiple simultaneous projects Experience working in a collaborative office or professional environment Self-starter, motivated, and able to work with limited oversight Experience event planning, organizing conference calls, and planning travel preferred Familiarity with human rights issues, achieving social change, and corporate social responsibility preferred



Full post: http://fishwise.org/index.php/about-us/careers Deadline: None specified Economic Affairs Officer (Water) United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific Bangkok, Thailand



The main mission of the Environment and Development Division of ESCAP is to improve the sustainability, resilience and inclusiveness of societies in Asia and the Pacific, including through promoting quality of growth. This position is located in the Environment Policy and Development Section in the Environment and Development Division. The incumbent reports to the Chief of the Section. Responsibilities: ? Analyzes socio-economic trends of the region to develop policy recommendations and develops projects in the areas of water resources management in the context of inclusive and sustainable development; ? Monitors economic, social and environmental dimensions of water resources management in the region and identifies recurrent and emerging issues of concern to the United Nations; ? Designs and conducts studies of selected issues on water resources management, including issues related to water economics, and drafts resulting reports; ? Formulates proposals for development strategies, policies and measures for presentation to intergovernmental bodies and others; ? Attends international, regional, and national meetings to hold discussions with representatives of other institutions; represents ESCAP at international, regional and national meetings; ? Organizes policy dialogues, expert group meetings, seminars, etc. on development issues; ? Prepares speeches and other inputs for presentations by senior staff; ? Provides substantive support on water resources management including economic issues, to intergovernmental bodies including the Commission and Committees and other ad hoc intergovernmental meetings; ? Designs and monitors technical cooperation projects in the economic, social and environmental dimensions of water resources management in the region; ? Undertakes missions to member States, either alone or as a member of a diverse team, as part of ESCAP’s technical cooperation activities; ? Prepares global, regional, national or sector analyses that provide a basis for advising national governments on economic development issues; ? Conducts training seminars and workshops for government officials and others; 8



?



Formulates technical modalities for the evaluation of individual technical cooperation projects taking into account the economic, social and environmental dimensions of water resources management in the region; ? Participates in intra- and inter-Divisional undertakings of broader concern to represent the views or interests of the Division; ? Undertakes on-the-job and other training activities, both internally and externally; ? Performs other related duties as required, including a variety of administrative tasks necessary for the final delivery of the work unit’s service; Qualifications: Professionalism: ? Ability to apply economic theories and concepts in natural resources, especially water for sustainable development. ? Ability to conduct independent research on economic topics related to natural resources management and sustainable development, and to determine suitability, validity and accuracy of data provided by different sources. ? Ability to identify and develop sources for data collection. ? Shows pride in work and in achievements; demonstrates professional competence and mastery of subject matter; is conscientious and efficient in meeting commitments, observing deadlines and achieving results; is motivated by professional rather than personal concerns; shows persistence when faced with difficult problems or challenges; remains calm in stressful situations. ? Takes responsibility for incorporating gender perspectives and ensuring the equal participation of women and men in all areas of work. ? Teamwork: Works collaboratively with colleagues to achieve organizational goals; solicits input by genuinely valuing others’ ideas and expertise; is willing to learn from others; places team agenda before personal agenda; supports and acts in accordance with final group decision, even when such decisions may not entirely reflect own position; shares credit for team accomplishments and accepts joint responsibility for team shortcomings. ? Creativity: Actively seeks to improve programs or services; offers new and innovative options to solve problems or meet client needs; promotes and persuades others to consider new ideas; takes calculated risks on new and unusual ideas; thinks “outside the box”; takes an interest in new ideas and new ways of doing things; is not bound by current thinking or traditional approaches. ? Education: Advanced university degree (Master’s degree or equivalent) in economics, natural resources management or related field. A relevant or related first-level university degree in the above fields in combination with an additional two years of qualifying experience may be accepted in lieu of the advanced university degree. ? Work Experience: A minimum of seven years of progressively responsible experience in natural resources management research and analysis, policy formulation and strategic planning, including water resources or related areas, is required. Experience in the Asia-Pacific region is desirable. Experience in formulating and implementing capacity building projects is desirable. 9



?



Languages: English and French are the working languages of the United Nations Secretariat. For the post advertised, fluency in English is required. Knowledge of another UN official language is desirable.



Full post: https://inspira.un.org/psc/UNCAREERS/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/UN_CUSTOMIZATIONS. UN_JOB_DETAIL.GBL?Page=UN_JOB_DETAIL&Action=A&JobOpeningId=45416 Deadline: 8 November 2015 Research Assistant Professor, Coastal Community Resilience and Adaptation Specialist Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program, University of Alaska Fairbanks School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences Alaska, USA



Develop and conduct outreach and extension programming for community resilience and climateimpact related issues, including vulnerability assessment, damage prevention, emergency response and both shortand long-term adaptation planning. Responsibilities: ? Work with Alaska Sea Grant MAP faculty, ACCAP, Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS), NOAA and other agencies to identify, prioritize, translate and help stakeholders apply interdisciplinary research findings, including application of best practices and decision support tools. ? Plan, conduct, and/or contribute to coastal community resilience and adaptation programs, seminars, workshops and other outreach events. ? Assist communities to identify funding sources and other resources to implement resilience and adaptation projects. ? Contribute to program evaluations and programmatic reports as required by the partner organizations. ? Participate in or develop grant proposals with ASG, ACCAP and AOOS, community groups and others to secure funding for project implementation. ? Write publications and other outreach materials on Alaska coastal community resilience, hazard mitigation and adaptation planning. ? The work requires transfer of technical information in culturally appropriate ways through print, electronic media and in-person appearances. The specialist will participate as a team member in ASG-MAP program planning and reporting. This position requires travel within and out of Alaska, including travel by small aircraft to 10



rural sites, and may involve stays in non-conventional housing. Qualifications: ? Required is a Master’s Degree or higher, preferably in an applicable field such as but not limited to: Atmospheric Sciences, Coastal Science, Geosciences, Geography, Coastal Engineering, Natural Resources Management, Biological Sciences, Community or Regional Planning. ? In addition, the applicant should have at least two years’ experience working in coastal hazards, coastal engineering, community planning, rural development or other pertinent field. ? Preferred qualifications also include: o Knowledge of Alaska’s coastal communities, natural environments and climate adaptation issues. o Strong understanding of climate and coastal sciences, particularly as they relate to community adaptation and resilience. o Community/public engagement and outreach experience. o Demonstrated oral and written communications skills. o Ability to work with a range of professionals and stakeholders to translate and transfer research for community use and benefit. o Experience working with Alaska Native individuals, communities and organizations. o Ability to work with state agencies and to synthesize information from various agencies and organizations. o Experience/training in use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and visualization support tools. o Record of effective writing for publication. o Evidence of being a self-starter, to be able to work independently and be self-directed, as well as to work collaboratively with diverse groups. Contact: Terry Johnson, Search Committee Chair Marine Advisory Program Telephone 907-274-9695 [email protected] Full post: www.uakjobs.com/applicants/Central?quickFind=88186 Y Deadline: 26 October 2015 Communications and Engagement Project Leader Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) Oregon Marine Reserves Newport, Oregon, USA



Responsibilities: 11



?



Develop and implement strategic communications and outreach that raises awareness of: a) Oregon’s marine reserve sites; b) ODFW; c) the science of marine reserves; d) scientific research being conducted by ODFW and research partners, and how that information is being used; and e) Oregon’s nearshore ocean and estuarine ecosystems. This work requires close collaboration and coordination with ODFW staff, scientists, and partners. ? Serves as a community liaison; working within coastal communities and with communities of interest. Assist in developing mechanisms for supporting community-based activities related to marine reserves implementation and supporting long-term engagement of communities in the stewardship of Oregon’s marine resources. Required Qualifications: ? Experience in communications, in a natural resources field. ? Basic knowledge of marine science and natural resource social sciences (human dimensions). ? Demonstrated excellent writing, editing, and verbal communication skills. ? Demonstrated excellent interpersonal skills, working with diverse constituencies. ? This position must possess and maintain a current, valid driver's license. ? Preferred Qualifications: o Using and developing digital media. o Adobe InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, Premiere Pro. o Leading and implementing strategic planning. o Marketing and media experience. o Working on controversial natural resource issues. o Working with environmental and fishing interests. o Communicating with decision makers. Contact: Cristen Don (541) 867-7701 x 228 Full post: https://www.governmentjobs.com/jobs/1234147/natural-resource-specialist-3-marinereserves-communicationsengagement-projec Deadline: 13 October 2015 Officer, U.S. Oceans, Southeast Pew Charitable Trust North Carolina, USA



The Officer, U.S. Oceans, Southeast will work with the Manager, U.S. Oceans, Southeast to advance an ecosystem-based approach to fisheries management in the south Atlantic region of the United States. The Officer will develop and lead Pew’s outreach in the region, with a focus on influencing decision makers at the SAFMC and state wildlife agencies (as relevant). This includes recruiting fishermen, businesses, local leaders, and conservation groups to support campaign objectives; routinely engaging government officials and policymakers; performing in-depth research including policy analysis and interpretation writing and assisting the communications officer in developing educational materials and generating positive media coverage. The Officer will also develop campaign plans, manage project coordination with Pew staff and outside partners, implement outreach strategies, and oversee the work of contractors. S/he will work from a home 12



office located in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia or Florida. This position has a current term date of December 31, 2015. Continued project funding is contingent upon approval scheduled for December 2015. Once approved, it is expected the position will be for a term period through December 2016 with the possibility of an extension pending the success of the program, funding sources and board decisions on continued support. Responsibilities: ? Work with the manager to initiate, implement and evaluate campaign plans and outreach activities that support Pew’s goals. ? Develop and maintain a network of contacts that includes regional fishery management council members, federal and state agency officials responsible for managing marine fisheries, elected officials, and stakeholders. ? Attend SAFMC and associated advisory panel meetings and public hearings. Represent Pew before state and federal agencies, the media, and at public events to support campaign goals. ? Conduct core organizing activities: ? Identify target stakeholder groups and communities. Develop strategies and implement tactics to build support for campaign goals. ? Leverage relationships with key stakeholders to generate demonstrable support for the campaign’s initiatives. ? Work with the campaign manager to set priorities and organize the activities of contractors. Devise strategies to integrate their network of contacts and skills into campaign outreach plans. ? Coordinate outreach to civic, community and conservation groups. ? Maintain regular contact with campaign partners and advocates. ? Increase campaign visibility, recruit and train new advocates, and educate policy makers. ? Help secure positive media coverage of the campaign. ? Identify the need for outreach and education materials, and coordinate with the communications officer to produce them. ? Draft summaries of key decisions and campaign activities for distribution to colleagues and partners. Monitor and inform Pew’s U.S. oceans, southeast team of political developments and advocacy efforts that may have an impact on campaign initiatives to ensure a coordinated approach across the region. ? Provide general support to the U.S. oceans, southeast team including drafting and reviewing materials, providing support for and actively participating in internal planning meetings, conducting research, environmental community coordination and constituency-specific organizing. ? Maintain regular contact with Washington, DC-based Pew staff, including federal fisheries, field and government relations staff, and with partner organizations and consultants. Work with these groups to coordinate DC and district office meetings with decision-makers by campaign partners and staff from the region. ? Perform other duties and tasks as requested by the manager or director, U.S. oceans, southeast. Qualifications: ? Bachelor’s degree required. Advanced degree preferred. 13



?



A minimum of eight years of related experience in the following areas required: public policy advocacy, organizing, project management, generating media coverage and engaging policymakers. Knowledge of ocean fisheries issues and a sophisticated understanding of regional politics and campaigning preferred. ? Excellent written and oral communications skills, including an ease in briefly summarizing complex issues and the means to address them for a general audience. Clear, effective writing style. ? Diplomatic and strong interpersonal skills, including the ability to develop and manage productive relationships with diverse stakeholders and institutions that may disagree with one another. Excellent listening skills. Ability to be highly articulate. ? Possesses a strong network of relevant contacts in the southeast United States. Understands how to achieve campaign objectives by influencing others and anticipating possible outcomes. ? Politically astute and media-savvy. Seasoned judgment, ability to make decisions quickly, justify recommendations and be responsive, clear and firm with colleagues and partners. ? A detail-oriented style with a focus on results. Ability to develop and move projects forward with independence and autonomy, yet working in a cooperative spirit in a multi-disciplinary team. Ability to meet multiple deadlines by maintaining a high level of organization. ? Available outside normal business hours when necessary to achieve organizational or campaign priorities. ? A working knowledge of marine conservation issues, and fishing, scuba diving, or other onthe-water experience (boating, kayaking, etc.) preferred. Full post: https://jobspct.icims.com/jobs/4210/job?mobile=false&width=810&height=500&bga=true&needsRedirect=fal se&jan1offset=-480&jun1offset=-420 Deadline: None specified Marine Community Ecologist Florida State University (FL) Florida, USA



In scholarship, student mentoring and outreach and have the ability to develop a well-funded, independent research program. Salary will be provided at 100% for the first two years and 75% from the 3rd year forward, with the expectation that the remaining 25% of salary will be met through external funding. A competitive start-up package will be offered. Applicants must have a Ph. D. degree with significant postdoctoral experience. The Coastal and Marine Laboratory is committed to research focused on coastal and marine issues of ecological importance that provides the scientific basis for policy decisions. The primary area of interest is in experimental community ecology with a focus on local habitats. The FSUCML is embedded in an area of rich terrestrial and marine biodiversity with an abundance of complex and interconnected estuarine and marine habitats including tidal salt marshes and flats, seagrass meadows, oyster reefs, and hard-bottom reefs dominated by soft coral and sponge communities. It is expected that successful candidates would focus on ecological processes related to these local habitats and environments, while complementing existing faculty expertise. Opportunities for collaboration are encouraged between FSUCML scientists and faculty on the FSU campus in 14



Tallahassee. Contact: [email protected] Deadline: 1 November 2015 Executive Director Coastal & Estuarine Research Foundation USA



CERF seeks an Executive Director who is highly organized, creative, responsible, dedicated, capable of working as a team with other professionals, and flexible to respond to emerging needs of CERF and the environments it serves. Applicants must have superb interpersonal skills, demonstrated interest in environmental science, and demonstrated experience in the administration of organizations, e.g., not-for-profits, academia, government, or business. Other requirements include: excellent communication skills with experience communicating via electronic media; demonstrated excellence in organizational administration including but not limited to fundraising, finance and contract management. Highly desirable is experience with scientific journal publications, scientific societies, administration of 501c3 organizations, conference management, and government relations. Contact: Louise S. Miller, CERF Management Office [email protected] Full post: https://cerf.memberclicks.net/assets/docs/8-19-15_cerf_ed_ad_final.pdf Deadline: 1 January 2015 Scientist/Senior Scientist (Gender Specialist) WorldFish Penang, Malaysia



WorldFish has an opening for a Gender Specialist with demonstrated excellence in designing, implementing, analyzing, and producing high quality scientific outputs in relation to gender in rural development contexts. WorldFish has made a particular commitment to gender mainstreaming in its research programs and to a gender-positive environment in its workplace. To that end, the center has assembled a gender team charged with implementing an innovative gender research for development agenda and to championing ways to continuously maintain and enhance a positive gender space in the center. The Gender Specialist will join the gender team in its contributions to WorldFish’s research programs on gender in the Asia, Pacific and African regions. Responsibilities: ? Provide scientific leadership and engage in high-quality, applied gender and social equityoriented research in WorldFish’s research programs;



15



?



In particular, provide gender leadership in relation to aquatic agricultural systems and fish value chains, including thought leadership and undertaking high quality research, analysis and scientific writing, as well as fundraising; ? Contribute as member of a cross-regional team of scientists working within this topic to design and implement high quality research at global, regional and country levels, and implement these with a focus on outcomes; ? Synthesize and communicate the lessons of these experiences internationally through participation in influential research and policy networks. Qualifications: ? PhD or equivalent degree in relevant social science discipline, law, policy analysis, or other relevant discipline ? 8 years or more relevant experience in applied research, including participatory approaches. Candidates with fewer years of experience are encouraged to apply (see below). ? Both qualitative and quantitative research design and analysis skills ? Excellent English language writing and speaking skills ? In-depth knowledge in gender, and demonstrated ability to apply that knowledge to the design of outcome-oriented initiatives ? Ability to manage multi-partner, cross-regional, and multi-disciplinary teams ? Exceptional creative and analytical skills as applied to research, partner relations, strategy development, project design, and other challenges ? Strong record of scientific analysis and publications, with an established reputation in relevant research networks ? Desired skills and abilities: o Practical experience in fisheries or aquaculture or in any natural resource management, governance or agricultural development field o Experience in regions where we work o Familiarity with gender in value chains o Knowledge of and ability to navigate within a range of social-cultural and political contexts, and a range of organizational settings from civil society, private sector, government, and development agencies Contact: [email protected] Full post: http://www.worldfishcenter.org/jobs/scientist-senior-scientist-gender-specialist Deadline: None specified Assistant Professor Earth and Environmental Sciences Lehigh University Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, USA



Lehigh University invites applications for a tenure-track position in earth and environmental sciences at the assistant-professor level. They seek individuals who will establish an internationally recognized externally funded research program. They are especially interested in candidates working across disciplinary boundaries or in emerging areas of Earth and environmental sciences whose expertise contributes to department strengths. 16



Lehigh University and the Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences have a strong commitment to the inclusion and engagement of our growing population of diverse students. As such they particularly seek candidates who will successfully serve as mentors and role models for students belonging to groups that are traditionally underrepresented in Earth and environmental science. Successful candidates will have a PhD, research expertise that contributes to department strengths, a commitment to teaching undergraduate and graduate students, and a commitment to diversity and inclusion. The department expects several faculty positions to become available in the next 5 years. Contact: Anne Meltzer, Search Committee Chair, 1 West Packer Avenue, Bethlehem PA 18015e3001 [email protected] Full post: https://academicjobsonline.org/ajo/jobs/5945 Deadline: 11 November 2015 MS Assistantship University of Arizona/Tucson Tucson, Arizona, USA



Responsibilities: Need two outgoing students for work in beautiful desert Southwest to: (1) conduct research on habitat needs of Arizona desert fishes or (2) research and test design of HD underwater videography presentations to acquaint and educate public about rare desert fishes and their habitat. Students will also be expected to serve as mentors for undergraduate students who are participating in a program designed to recruit and retain professionals in the fish and wildlife field. Qualifications: BA or BS in Biology, Fisheries, Conservation Education or Related Field. GPA>3.0, GRE’s approaching 70% or better, proven ability to work well with others and carry work through to completion, enthusiasm, attention to detail, and interest in conservation all critical. Contact: [email protected] Full post: http://www.cals.arizona.edu/research/azfwru/scott/ Deadline: Until filled Fisheries and Wildlife Biological Scientist II Florida Fish & Wildlife Commission Florida, USA



Responsibilities: This position is part of a regional team with FWC’s Division of Freshwater Fisheries Management and is located in Holt, FL. The selected candidate will assist with the management of six Fish Management Area lakes, freshwater fisheries resources in Florida’s Northwest Region (16 17



counties), implement agency established protocols to assess sportfish populations, and assist with stakeholder interactions and report writing. This position also provides support for the Blackwater Fisheries Research and Development Center, assisting with annual fish production and facility maintenance. The person selected for this position will be required to regularly interact with individuals from within and outside the agency and the general public. Contact: [email protected] Full post: https://jobs.myflorida.com/viewjob.html?optlink-view=view834961&ERFormID=newjoblist&ERFormCode=any Deadline: 12 October 2015 Fish Biologist -- Assistant Professor University of Nebraska -- Lincoln Lincoln, Nebraska, USA



Responsibilities: The School of Natural Resources at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources is seeking applicants for a tenure-track Fish Biologist at the rank of Assistant Professor. This 12-month position shall have appointments in teaching and research and is expected to lead and coordinate a nationally-recognized research and education program in applied fish biology (genetics or physiology). They seek candidates who use genetics or physiological approaches to address applied and basic ecological questions in fisheries management, aquatic ecology, and fisheries population biology. The successful candidate will be expected to contribute to the undergraduate and graduate programs of the School of Natural Resources and develop a research program that complements existing strengths of the Applied Ecology faculty in the School of Natural Resources. This position will support curriculum development, teaching, and evaluating student outcomes for 2-3 undergraduate/graduate courses per year that build the biological (genetics or physiology) capacity of the Fisheries and Wildlife major and the Applied Ecology graduate specialization. Specific course assignments may be changed over time based on Academic Unit need. Qualifications: Ph.D. in a relevant field of study (e.g., fish biology, genetics, aquatic ecology) at time of appointment, a strong record of research and scholarly activities in the field of fish biology including publications in peer-reviewed journals and evidence of development of proposals for externally-funded grants, experience and demonstrated commitment to excellence in teaching, and a proven ability to communicate effectively with students, professionals, and the general public. Preferred Qualifications: A minimum of two years of relevant postdoctoral experience (or equivalent) addressing applied or basic questions related to genetics or physiology of fish and other aquatic organisms, experience working with resource management organizations (e.g., local, state, federal), and experience as an instructor of a post-secondary course in fish biology or similar. Contact: [email protected] 18



Full post: https://employment.unl.edu/postings/46438 Deadline: 30 October 2015 Research Scientist Fisheries & Marine Institute, Memorial University Newfoundland, Canada



Responsibilities: The successful applicant is expected to conduct research, develop a dynamic, grant supported research program that compliments and extends existing CSAR capabilities. This will involve leading applied research initiatives related to the reduction of ecological impacts of fishing (ie. bycatch, fuel consumption, carbon emission and seabed impacts), which will aid in shaping sustainable seafood policy as well as responding to industry requirements for standards and certification. This will involve combinations of industry engagement, proposal/grant writing, at-sea experiments, data collection and analysis, report writing, publication in peer reviewed journals, supervision of graduate students and liaison with provincial and federal departments and nongovernment organizations, including fish harvesters and processors. Qualifications: The successful applicant will have a Ph.D. in fisheries science or closely related discipline, with related experience in sustainable fishing practices. The successful applicant will have a strong publication record for their career stage. Demonstrated abilities in writing scientific proposals, securing funding and implementing multi-year research programs is preferred. Essential abilities include a willingness to work in a team setting as well as with industry, fish harvesters and government agencies. Experience in conducting collaborative industry-relevant research is an asset. Contact: [email protected] Full post: http://www.mun.ca/hr/careers/job.php?id=5619 Deadline: 20 November 2015 Fisheries Biologist Michigan Department of Natural Resources Fisheries Division Michigan, USA



Responsibilities: Assist the unit manager in managing the fisheries and related aquatic resources in the Northern Lake Michigan Management Unit. Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree in fisheries biology, fisheries management, aquatic biology, or zoology. Contact: Darren Kramer ([email protected]) Full post: http://agency.governmentjobs.com/michigan/default.cfm Deadline: 11 October 2015 19



Assistant Professor of Marine Sciences Stockton University New Jersey, USA



Responsibilities: Stockton University is seeking a tenure track Assistant or Associate Professor in the area of Marine Science with a specialization in Marine Invertebrate Biology / Ecology for September 2016. The candidate should be qualified to teach Introduction to Marine Biology, Invertebrate Zoology, Ecology, and upper level Marine Science courses. Qualifications: PhD is required for appointment as Assistant or Associate Professor. Excellent teaching and scholarship is expected. Postdoctoral experience in Marine Biology / Ecology is a plus. Contact: [email protected] Full post: https://careers-stockton.icims.com/jobs/intro?hashed=-435708795 Deadline: 1 December 2015 MS or PhD Assistantship University of Southern Mississippi Mississippi, USA



Responsibilities: The successful applicant will participate in research to collect and use life-history, fisheryindependent, and fishery-dependent data for analysis of fish dynamics in the northern Gulf of Mexico. The primary project focus will be to evaluate management strategies for snappers and groupers in the northern Gulf of Mexico. The assistantship will require significant field and laboratory work. Qualifications: Applicants should have a B.S. or M.S. in fisheries, ecology, or closely related field with an interest in quantitative ecological and fishery applications. Minimum academic qualifications include GRE scores in the upper 50th percentile in each category (please report the percentiles in addition to the raw scores and include these in your CV) and have a minimum GPA of 3.0 (on a 4.0 system). Contact: Robert Leaf; [email protected] Full post: www.usm.edu/gcrl/cv/leaf.robert/docs/leaf.lab.information.for.prospective.graduate.students. pdf Deadline: Until filled Hatchery Manager Missouri Department of Conservation Missouri, USA 20



Responsibilities: Manage a state-of-the-art warm/cool water fish hatchery and rearing station. Supervising intensive and extensive rearing of cool and warm water species. Qualifications: Graduation from an accredited college or university with a Bachelor’s Degree in Fishery Biology, Fish Culture, Biological Science or closely related field and four (4) years of progressively responsible professional experience in fish culture with at least two (2) years supervisory experience; or an equivalent combination of education and experience. Contact: [email protected] Full post: http://www.mdc.mo.gov/about/jobs Deadline: 30 October 2015 Assistant Professor (Aquaculturist) Southern Illinois University Illinois, USA



Responsibilities: The Center for Fisheries, Aquaculture, and Aquatic Sciences and Department of Zoology at Southern Illinois University Carbondale, invite applications for a nine-month, 50% research, 50% teaching, tenure-track Assistant Professor position beginning August 16, 2016. They seek a broadly trained expert in the culture of aquatic organisms. Interests may include but are not limited to production or conservation aquaculture, nutrition, pathology, and applied physiology/genomics. The successful candidate will be expected to oversee the newly built Aquatic Animal Research and Education Laboratory and utilize current facilities for pond and/or tank aquaculture. They seek an innovative scientist who will develop an externally funded graduate research program and lead interdisciplinary interactions on our campus. Development of ties with private and public stakeholders and enhancing the public profile and reputation of the Center are expected. Potential courses include aquaculture, endocrinology, nutritional ecology, environmental physiology, and aquaculture techniques. Qualifications: ? PhD in Aquaculture/Biology/Natural Resources or a related discipline; ? Demonstrated grant success or evidence of strong potential to obtain external funding; ? Teaching experience; and ? Record of publication in peer-reviewed journals and other scholarly activity. Preference will be given to candidates with post-doctoral experience. Contact: Dr. Ed Heist Search Committee Chair, Aquaculturist Mail Code 6504 1125 Lincoln Drive, Room 251 Southern Illinois University Carbondale 21



Carbondale, IL 62901 [email protected] (electronic applications preferred) Full post: http://affact.siu.edu/jobs/vcr131.html Deadline: 2 November 2015 or until filled Senior Economist Fishery Solutions Center, Environmental Defense Fund Various locations, USA



EDF’s Fishery Solutions Center seeks an experienced economist, researcher and practitioner as Senior Economist. S/he will oversee development and application of economic and social analytical and diagnostic approaches, ensuring they are relevant and accessible to our partners on the ground (including fishermen, managers, practitioners, etc). With a focus on problem-solving, the Senior Economist will help develop comprehensive solutions to key challenges to ensure fisheries interventions are designed and implemented for success, undertake ex post analysis of performance as catch share and other initiatives are implemented, and help ensure that the economic-related lessons of experience are incorporated in new policies and programs. Reporting to the Director, Diagnostics and Design, s/he will manage a team of staff and consultants to deliver quality analysis and results, will coordinate with other team members to ensure comprehensive solutions, and where relevant will publish findings. The Senior Economist will also work with members of the FiSC leadership team and Oceans leadership to help shape and advance our program’s priorities for lasting environmental change. Responsibilities: ? Serve as a thought-leader in key program areas including the diagnosis of fisheries and systems challenges including economic and social, development of integrated solutions to key challenges and design of programs to meet key challenges (e.g. low governance, low data situations). ? Direct development and implementation of economic and bio-economic diagnostic and design tools including: ensuring approaches are economically sound and relevant, they meet regional team needs as well as larger FiSC goals, they are developed and executed in a timely and efficiency manner and they are used effectively. ? Understand on-the-ground challenges of regional teams. Provide economic and policy analysis and strategic advice to regional programs to ensure fisheries interventions will be effective and reflect cutting-edge knowledge. Incorporate experience from the regional teams back into the FiSC, including into the development of tools and protocols. ? Lead and direct team of economists and social scientists to deliver results. Ensure effective, timely analysis that is relevant for needs. ? Distill lessons from experience to inform future programs and policies. ? Establish, develop and support partners, as needed, to advance cutting-edge analysis that is meaningful for EDF and our partners on the ground. ? Collaborate with other FiSC leadership with the goal of improving the effectiveness and coordination of our team and the overall Oceans Program. Identify synergies and gaps to ensure coordinated streams of work that meet the needs of partners, including EDF Oceans teams. 22
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Externally represent EDF and the FiSC with various audiences including partners, governments, stakeholders, funders, media and more. ? Coordinate with other team members to ensure comprehensive analysis and streamlined communication. ? Collaborate with Program leadership and development officers, as appropriate, on fundraising efforts to secure the long-term success of the program. When necessary, engage directly with foundation officers and individual donors supporting the team’s work, and coordinate with development staff, as required. ? Serve as a mentor for junior staff and identify opportunities for professional growth and development. Qualifications: ? At least 10 years direct program experience and advanced degree in economics or other closely-related field. ? Ability to effectively manage program and staff including ability to motivate staff and grow talent. ? Proven ability to understand and diagnose challenges from a variety of perspectives including economic, social, governance, etc. ? Capacity and desire to develop innovative solutions to challenging problems using science, law, economics and policy. Ability to relate economic analysis to public policy. ? Knowledge of fisheries management with proven experience in designing and implementing catch share programs. ? Experience working in multi-cultural environments and within diverse teams and ability to translate our work to a variety of cultural contexts. Additional language (Spanish, Bahasa Indonesia, Chinese, or Japanese) a plus. ? Excellent interpersonal skills and ability to interface well with all programs/departments in the organization and to represent the Oceans Program in a highly professional manner. ? Excellent communication skills. Superior public speaking and writing skills, with a high degree of comfort making presentations to large audiences. ? Past experience working constructively with academic and nonprofit colleagues and partners, scientists, economists, industry, regulators and public policy decision makers, and publish findings ? High comfort level to thrive in a fast paced environment while successfully managing priorities ? Initiative and problem solving skills. ? Willingness to travel up to 20% of the time, including international travel ? An understanding of and commitment to Environmental Defense Fund’s mission of protecting the natural environment and limiting humankind’s impact on the planet Full post: https://www.edf.org/jobs/senior-economist Deadline: None specified Director, Campaign for a Sustainable Asia Pacific (Asia Pacific Growth Strategy) World Wildlife Fund Within Asia Pacific



23



The Director, Campaign for a Sustainable Asia Pacific, will lead the major gifts campaign strategy. S/he will be responsible for supporting WWF AP offices in securing the campaign target. The Campaign Director sits within the Asia Pacific Growth Strategy Core Team and reports to the APGS Director. The role’s main deliverable is to implement the preparatory phase of the major gifts campaign, notably to secure a lead gift within one year. The role interfaces closely with high-level individuals in a multinational, multicultural environment, therefore the candidate must demonstrate superior interpersonal and communication skills. The successful candidate needs to be passionate about WWF’s work in Asia Pacific, to have strong people management skills, especially working with a diverse team in the region. Qualifications: ? Minimum undergraduate university degree ? Minimum seven years' experience in fundraising, including minimum five years' experience of major gift fundraising at a senior level ? Experience of working with high level volunteers and/or committees to deliver major fundraising targets ? Excellent and proven knowledge of major gift fundraising methodology including prospect research, proposal preparation and the cultivation, solicitation and stewardship of major donors. ? Proven track record of successfully identifying, securing and cultivating major gifts in excess of $100,000 USD ? At least five years’ people management experience ideally in an international context ? Experience of developing and/or implementing a successful major gift or capital campaign Qualifications: ? Superior interpersonal and communications skills, particularly with high-level individuals in a multinational environment ? Outstanding budgetary and financial skills, including target setting and monitoring and proficiency in Excel ? Strong diplomatic skills, sensitivity to political issues and interest in conservation; ? Thoroughness and attention to detail and ability to work independently; ? Experience working in international environment and with people from different cultural background and cultural sensitivity ? Energetic, proactive and capable of positively working in a team ? Excellent people management skills, especially leading a diverse team Fluency in written and verbal English, ? Willingness and ability to travel internationally ? Adheres to WWF’s values, which are: Passionate & Optimistic, Challenging & Inspiring, Credible & Accountable, Persevering & Delivering Results. ? Working knowledge of at least one other Asian language is desired. Full post: http://wwf.panda.org/who_we_are/jobs/?253656/Director-Campaign-for-a-SustainableAsia-Pacific-Asia-Pacific-Growth-Strategy-Ref-no-W-DCSAP Deadline: 24 October 2015 24



Fishery Assessment Manager Marine Stewardship Council London, England



The FAM positions within the Fisheries Team play a key role under the MSC’s current 2012-17 Strategic Plan, which has four overarching objectives: ? Assure the MSC’s Program Credibility and Effectiveness ? Cultivate and Expand Markets for Sustainable Seafood ? Grow the Supply of Sustainable Seafood ? Scale Up and Support a Global Enterprise The bulk of the FAM’s work is focused on delivering key elements in the first of these overarching objectives and the further key outputs to be delivered by the Standards Team, which seek to ensure that: ? Certification and licensing program requirements are clear and comprehensive, and facilitate efficient assessments. ? Assessments against MSC standards and logo licensing requirements are consistent, efficient, and robust, as the program grows. ? The MSC certification and licensing programs are accessible globally. ? Certification and licensing programs and internal operations are consistent with and inform international best practice. ? Benefits of MSC certification and logo use are recognized by stakeholders. Responsibilities: ? Team management: Participate on and lead as delegated internal MSC work teams designed to tackle emerging issues, within and outside the Science and Standard Team’s immediate area of assigned work. ? Technical Oversight: Contribute, as delegated by the SFAM and SFCM, to the technical oversight of specific fishery assessments and/or annual post-certification surveillance audits, coordinating the involvement of other Fisheries Team members and/or contracted experts as appropriate. ? Policy development: Contribute as delegated by the HoFS and SFAM to the development of policies to improve the assessment methodologies that support the implementation of the MSC’s Fisheries Standard. Undertake research in fisheries science/management to support this role, contributing to scientific papers as appropriate. ? Capacity building: In consultation with the Standards Training Officer, and the SFAM, contribute to the development and delivery of technical training and capacity building programs in relation to MSC’s fisheries standard and related methodologies for internal and external audiences. ? External relations: As delegated, promote and represent the MSC in international forums on relevant fisheries sustainability, certification and eco-labeling issues. ? Internal collaboration and technical fisheries support: As delegated by the HoFS and SFAM, contribute to the work of the Fundraising, Communications, Commercial and Regional departments of the MSC and provide advice and support to colleagues on technical aspects of the program or of specific fisheries. 25



Qualifications: ? You will have a post-graduate degree or equivalent from the natural resource sector and it will be highly desirable that this demonstrates a strong understanding of fisheries management, marine conservation biology or marine environmental management. ? Experience. The MSC is looking for a highly motivated individual with at least 3-5 years of experience that demonstrates the progressive development of your skills. Some of this experience will have been gained from the pursuit of environmental sustainability within the natural resource sector. Specific experience in fisheries’ impacts on benthic communities and habitats is desired. ? Market-based eco-labeling programs. You must also have an understanding of the role of market-based eco-labeling programs and be willing to champion such initiatives. ? Logical thinker. Well-developed analytical and systematic problem solving skills, demonstrating sound reasoning abilities and logical decision-making. ? Languages. Excellent communications skills are required in spoken and written English. ? IT. Well-developed computer and IT skills, including the use of standard software packages (Microsoft office). ? Stakeholder Oriented: It is essential that you will have a clear understanding of and affinity for stakeholderengaged processes such as operated by the MSC. The successful candidate will be able to demonstrate experience as noted below. ? Working in partnership with stakeholders in resource management, science or policy development, preferably in an international context. This may be from, but not limited to, the fisheries sector, scientific community, the conservation or environmental community. ? An ability to successfully manage relationships with colleagues, stakeholders and collaborators, with a people-centered approach to business and work essential. ? Cultural awareness and sensitivity to the diversity of values, views and approaches to issues relevant to the MSC program by stakeholders around the world. ? Management and Organizational Abilities: o Excellence in working within a small team and motivating colleagues to contribute to achieving the overall mission and vision of an organization. o Strategic thinking and planning at a team level. o Skills in developing budgets and monitoring expenditure. o Experience in project management, delivery and evaluation. ? The successful candidate will be able to demonstrate excellence in written and spoken English with an ability to communicate successfully with a diverse range of people. This will include an ability to represent the MSC as an ambassador and negotiator in an international arena at the highest levels of business, government, science and the non-profit world. Full post: https://www.msc.org/documents/jobs/fisheries-assessment-manager/ Deadline: None specified Natural Resource Specialist 3 (Marine Reserves Communications & Engagement Project Leader) Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife -- Fish Division Newport, Oregon, USA 26



The Marine Reserves Communications & Engagement Project Leader will lead communications and outreach, and serve as a community liaison, for the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife's marine reserves program, and provide communications and outreach support to the Department's larger, Marine Resources Program (MRP). S/he is responsible for developing and implementing strategic communications and outreach for the marine reserves program and MRP that targets stakeholders, partners, decision makers, and the general public. Communications and outreach are to raise awareness of: a) Oregon's marine reserve sites, b) ODFW's marine reserves program and MRP, c) the science of marine reserves, d) the scientific research being conducted by the Department and research partners, and e) Oregon's nearshore ocean and estuarine ecosystems. This work requires close collaboration and coordination with the marine reserves program leader, MRP leadership team, scientific research staff, and partners. The Community Engagement Project Leader will serve as a community liaison for the marine reserves program, working within coastal communities and with communities of interest. This includes working with the marine reserves program leader to develop mechanisms for supporting community-based activities related to marine reserves implementation, and supporting sustainable, long-term engagement of coastal communities in the stewardship of Oregon's marine resources. Responsibilities: ? Provide communications and outreach to raise awareness of Oregon's marine reserve sites, the Department's marine reserves program and Marine Resources Program (MRP), the science of marine reserves, the scientific research being conducted by the Department and research partners, and Oregon's nearshore ocean and estuarine ecosystems. ? For the marine reserves program: Refine and evolve the program's strategic communications plan. Determine and set priorities for outreach. Work with the marine reserves program team to integrate the communications plan across the program. Work with partners to further communications and outreach for Oregon's marine reserves. ? For the Marine Resources Program (MRP): Assist the MRP leadership team with strategic communications planning for MRP. ? Develop and implement effective communications tools and outreach products, based on communications plans for the marine reserves program and Marine Resources Program (MRP). ? Build relationships and partnerships to further communications and outreach. Coordinate and collaborate with partners. ? Represent marine reserves program, MRP, and/or Department at outreach events. ? Manage contracts and contractors. ? Manage budget. ? Assist the marine reserves program and Marine Resources Program (MRP) staff with writing and editing scientific reports and journal publications, developing graphics for reports and publications, layouts and formatting, developing presentations and scientific posters. ? Work with staff to obtain materials for use in communications and outreach products. ? Work within coastal communities and with communities of interest. Share information about Oregon's marine reserves, the marine reserves program, and scientific research being conducted. Determine best ways to share this information based on each community's needs 27
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and interests. Meet with individuals and groups on a regular basis. Listen and learn about community interests and concerns. Communicate interests and concerns with marine reserves program staff as appropriate. Determine ways to best support community-based activities related to marine reserves implementation. Work with marine reserves program leader to develop mechanism(s) for supporting sustainable, long-term engagement of coastal communities in the stewardship of Oregon's marine resources. Provide trainings and serve as a resource for marine reserves program and Marine Resources Program (MRP) staff, volunteers, and students related to communications tools and skills. Participate in mandatory job-related training, e.g., defensive driving, CPR, and first aid. Participate in program planning and coordination meetings. Work with supervisor and MRP Manager to identify and develop plan for trainings for developing and advancing job related skills and for career development.



Qualifications: ? Three years of biological experience performing studies, research, or resource management activities in a fish or wildlife program. At least one year of the experience must be at a technical or professional level performing activities in a fish or wildlife program such as researching and analyzing data, conducting investigations, applying pertinent laws and regulations, or coordinating and monitoring project activities; AND ? A Bachelor's degree in Marine Science, Fisheries or Wildlife Science or a closely-related Bachelor's degree with at least 45 quarter (30 semester) hours of biological/ecological coursework, or three additional years of biological experience performing studies, research, or resource management activities in a fisheries or wildlife program. ? A Master's degree in Marine Science, Fisheries or Wildlife Science or a closely-related Master's degree in biological/ecological sciences will substitute for up to one year of the required experience. ? A Doctorate degree in Marine Science, Fisheries or Wildlife Science or a closely-related Doctorate degree in biological/ecological sciences will substitute for up to two years of the required experience. ? Applicants who have obtained a Master's degree or Doctorate that included work experience from an internship, work/study, thesis, or similar program may list this experience in their application to receive credit for the work experience. The Master's degree/Doctorate and applicable work experience will be considered separately and both the education and applicable experience may count toward minimum qualifications. ? Preference will be given to applicants with knowledge and/or experience in: o Communications, in a natural resources field o Marine science and natural resource social sciences (human dimensions) o Developing communications tools, materials, and products for non-technical audiences o Developing communications tools, materials, and products for technical audiences o Adobe InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, Premiere Pro and ArcGIS 10 o Working with the media o Working with environmental and fishing interests o Working with decision makers 28



Contact: ODFW Human Resources office at 503-947-6051. Full post: https://www.governmentjobs.com/jobs/1234147/natural-resource-specialist-3-marinereserves-communications-engagement-projec Deadline: 13 October 2015 Director of Extension Sea Grant California San Diego, California, USA



CASG employs a network of eight full-time Extension Specialists distributed throughout California who work individually and as part of a team. CASG Extension Specialists develop their own programs of integrated research, education and outreach, based on their expertise and the needs of the communities that they serve. They then apply that expertise and/or collaborate with other experts to address coastal and marine issues. CASG is seeking to expand its extension program. They seek an Extension Director who will work at a program-wide level to develop new and maintain ongoing partnerships and collaborative opportunities for the CASG extension program within the state of California and nationally. A key part of the Extension Director’s efforts will include securing funding agreements with collaborating partners to build the program’s visibility, impact and financial resources to ensure the long-term health of the extension program. Rather than conducting his/her own research and outreach, the Director of Extension will shepherd the growth of our extension program by forging strong links with local, state and federal partners whose needs can be met by collaboration with CASG extension. Internally, the Director of Extension will promote cohesion within the extension program by organizing and running bi-annual meetings of all extension staff. The Director of Extension will work with individual Extension Specialists to ensure that their extension and research activities are consistent with CASG’s mission, and to advocate for and fortify the status of Specialists at their host institutions. The Extension Director will assist CASG’s Director with review of the performance of extension team members following UCSD policy. Responsibilities: ? Is administratively responsible to the Director, California Sea Grant Program. ? Provides vision and leadership for comprehensive extension programs that address critical marine and coastal issues for California’s diverse clientele. ? Demonstrates commitment, passion and leadership to interdisciplinary approaches and interconnectivity among academia, government and private sector groups to address critical marine and coastal issues. ? Explores opportunities to expand programs and develop new partnerships within UCSD, other California universities, federal, state and local agencies, non-profit organizations and the private sector. ? Builds and maintains effective external relationships with outside organizations, groups, and other federal, state and local agencies related to the marine and coastal needs of California. ? Collaboratively works with counterparts at the regional, national, and international level ensuring strong visibility of California Sea Grant Extension. 29
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Uses strategic vision to identify and facilitate both traditional and new sources of external support in the form of grants, contracts and extramural funding in collaboration with Sea Grant staff and stakeholders to further the mission of extension programs;



Qualifications: The Director of Extension is a full-time, professional academic administrative position at UCSD offering full benefits. Candidates should have a Ph.D. or equivalent professional experience in marine, environmental, natural or social science, marine policy or a related field. Desirable qualifications also include experience with Sea Grant (state program or nationally), extension efforts, organizational administration, inter-organizational networking and collaboration, and a record of securing extramural support for science-related activities.



Contact: Jim Eckman (CASG Director) at [email protected] or 858-534-4440. Rose Madson (Business Manager) at [email protected] or 858-534-4601 Full post: https://caseagrant.ucsd.edu/jobs/director-of-extension Deadline: 15 October 2015 Fishery Observer Riverside Global Science Solutions Miami, Florida, USA Successful candidates will collect data for the NMFS Pelagic Observer Program (POP) located in Miami, FL. Observers will deploy from fishing ports along the Mid-Atlantic coastal areas. Candidates do not need to reside near the POP office in Miami, FL, but must be located in the MidAtlantic area and be available to travel to assigned fishing ports. Reliable transportation and a current driver’s license are required. Trips vary in length from 1 to 45 days. Responsibilities: ? Estimating species composition of fish caught, retained and discarded ? Measure selected portions of catch including incidentally caught marine mammals, sea birds and sea turtles ? Biological sampling ? Monitoring of compliance with fishery regulations ? Environmental monitoring ? Collection of information on vessel and gear performance and characteristics ? Collection of information on costs associated with fishing operations ? Work can be performed on a variety of vessels including small boats without facilities such as rest rooms or bunks; commercial fishing vessels with minimum (sometimes crude) facilities in less than optimal weather. Observers may use interpersonal communication skills to contact fishermen and schedule observer sampling trips, and observe and document compliance with fishery regulations along with MARPOL. Qualifications: 30
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BS Degree in Marine Science or related field of study. Must reside within the Mid-Atlantic coastal areas from Barnegat Light, NJ to Wanchese, NC. Knowledge of applying basic concepts, principles and methodologies of fish or related biological field sufficient to independently perform scientific tasks using standard methods and techniques. Proficient in the use of fish, invertebrate and protected species identification books and keys; computer literate and experienced with common word processing. CPR and First Aid certifications are required before attending training. Knowledge of southeastern offshore fishery species. Must be able-bodied for at-sea duty. Ability to operate Government-owned or personally owned vehicles and sampling equipment. Experience/knowledge with commercial fisheries practices.



Full post: http://riverside-technology-inc.workable.com/jobs/110806 Deadline: None specified Environmental Studies Presidential Chair in Water Resources & Food Systems Sustainability, Associate/Full Professor University of California, Santa Cruz Santa Cruz, California, USA



The Department of Environmental Studies at the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) invites applicants for a tenured faculty position who will also be the inaugural appointee of the Stephen R. Gliessman Presidential Chair in Water Resources & Food Systems Sustainability. They seek applicants with expertise in groundwater research, and interest in watersheds and surface water management, who will explore the dynamic linkage between the use and quality of rechargeable aquifers and surface water management as related to sustainable food systems. Research interests could include, but are not limited to: potential trade-offs between agricultural water use, stream flows, flood control and groundwater recharge; movement of agrichemicals, such as nitrates and pesticides, into drinking water aquifers; impacts of water policies and regulations on the sustainability of water resources for agricultural production and food security; water management to support urban food production or rural livelihoods while minimizing environmental risk. They seek candidates to complement a faculty with interests spanning from natural science components of agroecology to environmental policy, and those who are eager to work in interdisciplinary teams toward greater understanding and innovations in water resources management and sustainable food systems. The Department of Environmental Studies comprises social and natural scientists committed to cross-disciplinary communication and collaboration. The successful candidate will complement existing faculty and campus strengths in agroecology, water policy, conservation, environmental risk, sustainable development, and political economy. They seek scholars who are dedicated to teaching and mentoring at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. The successful candidate must be able to work with students, faculty and staff from a wide 31



range of social and cultural backgrounds. They are especially interested in candidates who can contribute to the diversity and excellence of the academic community. Qualifications: Ph.D. or equivalent foreign degree, and demonstrated experience in each of the following areas: research, university-level teaching, and service. Full post: https://recruit.ucsc.edu/apply/JPF00288 Deadline: 16 October 2015 Coral Reef Marine Fauna Program Coordinator Ocean Associates, Inc. Honolulu, Hawaii, USA



Responsibilities: Coordinate Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) Program: The NMFS Pacific Island Regional Office (PIRO) receives notices of proposed federal actions that will impact EFH resources within the Region. This triggers the need for EFH consultation. This requires building and maintaining partnership with permitting agencies such as the US Army Corps of Engineers as a permitting authority to comply with EFH requirements before issuing permits. This position coordinates EFH reviews, developing draft responses and draft consultation documents, meeting with applicants to clarify proposed activities for the Hawaiian Islands and when needed doing site visits. These reviews require a working knowledge of coral reef resources, the knowledge to evaluate if the proposed work and method being proposed have appropriately defined the expected impacts and have taken all measures to first avoid, then minimize and as a last step offset the replacement of lost resources. This is an iterative process and may require the inclusion of additional subject matter experts, confirming resource assessments. In the case where formal consultation is required, the process will require the development of conservation recommendation that will be presented by the Federal EFH administrator. Defines EFH program protocol and trains individuals on EFH consultation and program requirements. EFH consultation requires regular training updates and managing the Regions template for maintaining consistency in the consultation process. This requires managing the living nature of this process and the need to ensure that individuals completing consultations are adequately trained. Oversee data records management for EFH. NMFS uses various data management systems for tracking consultations nationally. This position coordinates required data management records for these systems. Drafts consultations, completes reviews, prepares correspondence for self and drafts for others. This position drafts documents for the agency’s review for completing consultation response to federal action agencies. This individual also provides informal guidance, technical input and communicates information to partners on the EFH program. Coordinate consultation with other staff. This program covers the Western Pacific Region. There are individual staff in Guam, CNMI and American Samoa in addition to Hawaii. This position coordinates consultation completed by other staff and will complete or delegate reviews in the Hawaiian Islands. Serves as technical lead on West Hawaii Habitat Focus Area for the PIRO Habitat Conservation 32



Division. This position participates as a technical expert in regular partner meetings in contributing to the development and implementation of strategies to accomplish measurable coastal resource benefits in 3 to 5 years. This includes developing management approaches for addressing degraded coastal resources, abating coastal resource threats, engaging other agencies and communities in identifying priorities and working with the agency to developing opportunities to implement such efforts. This can include developing technical approaches, delivering project efforts or proposals, regular participation in team meetings and working with outside experts and communities to move efforts forward. Travel is required to conduct site visits for completing EFH consultation and/or formulating coral impact determinations. This may include SCUBA diving, snorkeling or general site investigation. Travel may also be required for community engagement meetings for West Hawaii Habitat Blueprint Habitat Qualifications: ? Master Degree or higher in biological Sciences. ? Five years of proven technical and scientific writing experience. ? Five years of work experience coordinating permit compliance or consultation or environmental issues. ? SCUBA Certified and able to become NOAA certified. ? Demonstrated experience in conducting scientifically sound in-water coral reef marine fauna surveys. ? Experienced in effectively working in teams or with partners to complete tasks. ? Demonstrated experience with threat management in tropical watersheds and experience in developing and implementing strategies to improve coastal coral reef ecosystems. ? Demonstrated regulatory experience working in tropical Islands on environmental issues. ? In addition to the above required qualifications, there are additional preferred qualifications: o Work experience includes work on EFH consultation or as a second choice, experience with complete federal environmental consultations. o NOAA certified Diver o Experience conducting in-water surveys of fauna in the Western Pacific Islands. o Experience with West Hawaii watersheds, communities and environmental threats. o Has a PhD with a coral reef affiliation. o Has regulatory experience working in Western Pacific Islands on environmental issue Full post: http://www.oceanassoc.com/Jobs/jobslist.html Deadline: None specified Food Security Officer Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Rome, Italy



Responsibilities: ? Provides technical support to core CFS multi-stakeholders, including the CFS Bureau and Advisory Group members; 33



?



? ? ? ?



?



? ? ?



Supports CFS workstreams (including supporting the work of associated technical task teams), as determined by the CFS Multiyear Program of Work (MYPOW), together with their associated budgets Contributes to the multi-stakeholder process which aims at developing a mechanism to monitor and implement CFS decisions and recommendations Participates in resource mobilization and budget monitoring activities for CFS Supports implementation of the CFS communication and outreach in collaboration with the CFS communications officer Provides technical support to the CFS Chair, Secretary and the Chairs of the different working groups and technical teams, including by preparing briefs and speaking points; summaries and outcomes of meetings Prepares summaries and briefs on CFS relevant work for Rome-Based-Agency management and for other UN bodies, including reporting annually to the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC); Promotes knowledge sharing and best practices at international meetings and conferences and influences partners in stakeholder consultations; Provides input and support to strengthen linkages between CFS and regional entities/processes focused on food security and nutrition Performing other related duties as required



Qualifications: ? Advanced university degree in disciplines relevant to food security and nutrition ? Three years of relevant experience in the field of food security and nutrition and food security governance ? Working knowledge of English, French or Spanish and limited knowledge of one of the other two or Arabic, Chinese, Russian Competencies ? Results Focus ? Teamwork ? Communication ? Building Effective Relationships ? Knowledge Sharing and Continuous Improvement ? Work experience in more than one location or area of work, particularly in field positions is desirable. ? Relevance and extent of experience in food security and nutrition analysis, policy advice and/or food security governance ? Relevance and extent of knowledge and experience working with inter-governmental, multistakeholder bodies and multidisciplinary teams ? Experience in international cooperation and knowledge of global, regional and national food security issues; ? Relevant experience in assisting in preparing high level conferences, UN negotiations and meetings and editing documents; ? Experience related to the functioning of intergovernmental and multi-stakeholder processes ? Experience in program management, including preparation and monitoring of budgets and workplans ? Excellent command of English and record of writing skills are an asset 34



Full post: http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/user_upload/VA/pdf/IRC2953e%20%20P2_CFS_Food_security_officer.pdf Deadline: 19 October 2015 Senior Communications and Outreach Specialist NOAA Fisheries Office of Science and Technology Silver Spring, Maryland, USA



NOAA Fisheries Office of Science and Technology advocates and ensures the sound scientific basis for NOAA Fisheries science programs and resource conservation and management decisions. MRIP is the new way NOAA Fisheries is collecting, analyzing and reporting recreational fishing data. Effective, strategic communication of the MRIP program, including objectives, changes, advances, and results is a critical need for the agency. MRIP is led by ST with guidance provided by an Executive Steering Committee (ESC). Specific teams have been established to manage different tasks of the program including Operations Team, the Communications and Education Team, the Registry Team, the Information Management Team, and the Transition Team. Effective collaboration with these teams and the ability to work with staff on all levels is an essential function of this job. Responsibilities: ? Implementing and continuing development of a strategic communications plan for NOAA Fisheries’ science, with an emphasis on the Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP), under the direction of the ST leadership and in consultation with the NOAA Fisheries Office of Communications. This includes developing and supporting the internal and external communications, outreach, and educational activities on the national level. ? Coordinating effectively with expert consultants who may be brought in on a part-time basis to assist with planning, execution, and/or review of specific MRIP strategic communications and education efforts. ? Advising on appropriate communication strategies for various situations and prepares senior leadership for those opportunities. ? Promoting regular, effective communications with internal and external decision-makers and influential audiences to encourage broader understanding and support of MRIP goals and objectives. ? Providing advice and support to MRIP staff and other ST staff and contractors for execution of MRIP communications. This may include assisting in: o Conceiving and developing in-reach and outreach materials for MRIP including briefing materials, talking points and presentations for leadership; collecting and organizing photos from the field to be used for publications, online, and in response to media organizations as needed; and consulting on video scripts. o Responding to formal and informal requests from governmental and nongovernmental organizations for information on MRIP. o Maintaining MRIP’s online presence, including drafting, clearing, and posting web content in coordination with the Office of Communications and for any social media efforts. o Coordinating with NOAA Fisheries HQ and Regional communications teams. 35



o Coordinating with Public Affairs on media inquiries regarding MRIP at the



headquarters level. Also works collaboratively with the agency’s regional communications leads to respond to regional inquiries. o Proactively coordinating, facilitating, and conducting media interviews with leadership (in consultation with public affairs) regarding MRIP. Qualifications: ? Required Skills: o Bachelor's degree in communications, media relations, public relations, or a related



field 10+ years of strategic communications experience Media relations and social media experience Excellent oral and written communications skills Speaks and writes in English fluently Proficient in MS-Office software and Google applications Organized with a strong attention to detail ? Desired Skills: o Experience leading a communications program and/or outreach campaigns for a government agency, business, non-government organization, or a professional organization o Experience developing briefings, talking points, and messaging around complex or controversial topics o Experience developing and producing communications products for internal and external audiences o Ability to write in plain language for diverse audiences o Experience planning, organizing, and executing challenging and complex work projects o Experience multi-tasking and responding to shifting priorities o Ability to collaborate with a wide range of individuals or lead a team to accomplish a goal or complete a specific project o Some knowledge of regional and/or national natural resources issues and management o Experience working effectively with scientists to prepare effective communication and education materials that accurately convey technical information in a way that a variety of audiences can easily understand o Strategic communications with science programs a plus o o o o o o



Full post: http://chk.tbe.taleo.net/chk01/ats/careers/requisition.jsp?org=ECS_FEDERAL&cws=1&rid= 1983 Deadline: None specified Previous opportunities that are still active may be located on the AquaFish website: http://aquafish.oregonstate.edu/edop.php
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POSTDOC AVAILABLE New opportunities Agriculture Post-Doc Position University of Tennessee Tennessee, USA



Qualified persons are requested to submit 1) a letter of application detailing their ability to carry out the responsibilities of the position as described, 2) a curriculum vitae, and 3) names and contact information (address and telephone number) of three references. Contact: Dr. Tom Gill at [email protected] (865-974-5315). Full post: http://aiard.us10.listmanage.com/track/click?u=3ed4070e06098b01726a7df1e&id=618f7d13b7&e=419512da67 Deadline: 5 October 2015 Previous opportunities that are still active may be located on the AquaFish website: http://aquafish.oregonstate.edu/edop.php
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